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Abstract—To increase open-source software supply chain secu-
rity, protecting the development environment of contributors
against attacks is crucial. For example, contributors must
protect authentication credentials for software repositories,
code-signing keys, and their systems from malware.

Previous incidents illustrated that open-source contributors
struggle with protecting their development environment. In
contrast to companies, open-source software projects cannot
easily enforce security guidelines for development environ-
ments. Instead, contributors’ security setups are likely het-
erogeneous regarding chosen technologies and strategies.

To the best of our knowledge, we perform the first in-
depth qualitative investigation of the security of open-source
software contributors’ individual security setups, their motiva-
tion, decision-making, and sentiments, and the potential impact
on open-source software supply chain security. Therefore,
we conduct 20 semi-structured interviews with a diverse set
of experienced contributors to critical open-source software
projects.

Overall, we find that contributors have a generally high
affinity for security. However, security practices are rarely dis-
cussed in the community or enforced by projects. Furthermore,
we see a strong influence of social mechanisms, such as trust,
respect, or politeness, further impeding the sharing of security
knowledge and best practices.

We conclude our work with a discussion of the impact of
our findings on open-source software and supply chain secu-
rity, and make recommendations for the open-source software
community.

1. Introduction

Open Source Software (OSS) is a crucial pillar of
modern software systems. The popularity of open-source
software in companies is at an all-time high and continues
to rise [1], [2]. Some popular OSS projects have more than
26 million dependent projects [3].

Given the spread and popularity of OSS, and its integral
part in software supply chains, securing the OSS ecosys-
tem is vital for overall software security. Previous OSS-
related security incidents, such as the famous Heartbleed [4],

log4j [5], or Shellshock [6] vulnerabilities affected millions
of projects and billions of users globally [7], [8]. Addi-
tionally, some open source contributorss (OSCs) have disas-
trously used their influence to impact software supply chain
security. In 2016, millions of services broke when the left-
pad author decided to pull their npm package over a name
controversy [9]. Similarly, some OSCs used their software to
spread political messages and corrupted it on purpose [10],
in some cases even targeting specific populations by, e. g.,
overwriting local user data [11].

However, incidents are not limited to insecure software,
low code quality, or deliberate contributors’ actions. They
can also occur when the individual security setup of con-
tributors is insufficient, as illustrated by several incidents in
recent years.

For example, weak passwords or a lack of multi-factor
authentication (MFA) for developer accounts allowed at-
tackers to compromise accounts and abuse them to add
backdoors into software or distribute malware [12]–[15].
The list of affected repositories also includes high-profile
software, such as ESLint [16] or Gentoo [17].

More sophisticated attacks rely on the inattentiveness
of contributors, and enable attackers to gain access based
on exposed GitHub API tokens [18] or expired mail server
domains, that allowed access to password reset emails [19].

In the above examples, the respective projects have mil-
lions of downloads and were abused to distribute malware
or collect and steal sensitive data, such as API tokens,
passwords, or encryption keys.

These incidents underline the criticality of strong indi-
vidual security setups of OSCs for software supply chain
security, including their Open Source (OS)-related online
accounts, physical devices, and sensitive data such as en-
cryption keys and code secrets. However, previous work
illustrated that OS can lack guidance, norms, or check-
lists [20]–[22] related to security, leaving contributors on
their own with regard to security best practices, or rely on
the potentially sparse communication with other OSCs. In
contrast to previous work by Wermke et al. [23], who mainly
focused on the projects and their internal processes, to the
best of our knowledge, our work addresses the individual
security measures of OSCs for the first time.



Therefore, we aim to answer the following research
questions:
RQ1 Which technologies and practices do open source

contributors deploy for their open-source related in-
dividual security setups?

RQ2 What are common challenges of securing open source
contributors’ individual security setups?

RQ3 How can open source contributors be better supported
in maintaining their individual security setups?

To answer our research questions, we first searched 100
critical repositories for policies or guidance regarding in-
dividual security setups, confirming that projects rarely pro-
vide security-related input for contributors. At the core of
our work, we conduct 20 semi-structured interviews with
OSCs to provide extensive insights into their individual
security setups and the measures they deploy to protect
their accounts, devices, and sensitive data, as well as their
decisions and motivations. While our interviewees were in
general security-affine and tech-savvy, they tended to deploy
practical and usable measures. Social mechanisms were
essential: Contributors rarely talked about their individual
security setups to, e. g., not annoy or confront other contrib-
utors. However, these mechanisms therefore also imposed
obstacles regarding knowledge sharing or necessary security
requirements. Based on our results, we provide recommen-
dations to OSS contributors and projects to increase security
without impacting the unique culture of trust within OSS.

Replication Availability. To ensure replicability and trans-
parency, we will upload all necessary documents, such as
our interview guide, pre-survey and consent form, email
templates sent to contributors, and our final codebook in
a replication package1.

2. Related Work

We discuss related research regarding OSS security, pre-
vious interview studies, and generic work on expert security
advice or measures for personal security setups (personal
security setups).
OSS Security Previous work addressed different security
aspects in OSS. Most research on OSS security focused
on code security or disclosure and on fixing vulnerabili-
ties [24]–[29]. In contrast, we focus on recent works on
supply-chain-attacks and OSC security.

In 2022, Ladisa et al. systematize attacks on OSS and the
supply chain. Using gray and scientific literature, they iden-
tified 107 different attack vectors and 33 potential safeguards
developers can deploy. They also surveyed 151 experts
and developers to validate their findings [30]. In 2019,
Zimmermann et al. investigated the dependencies of more
than 800,000 packages in the npm ecosystem [32]. Overall,
they highlighted the potentially disastrous impact single
developers may have on the entire ecosystem. Packages, on
average, depended on 79 others, and compromised popular

1. Available here: https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/UDT9E

ones could impact more than 100,000 other packages [31].
Similarly, Zahan et al. analyzed more than 1.6 million npm
packages for weak links, i. e., metadata, such as expired
developer domains, or the existence of installation scripts.
They also surveyed 470 developers about the collected
weak links, who confirmed that some, such as expired
domains and inactive maintainers, are indeed an issue in the
field [33]. Regarding the nature of malicious OS packages,
Ohm et al. collected and analyzed 174 different malicious
code-bases in 2020. Using both compromised benign pack-
ages and malicious repositories targeting developers who
mistype benign package names, their work depicts the nature
of malware on OSS distribution platforms [34]. With the
increasing number of attacks on OSS and its developers,
platforms, such as GitHub or npm, introduced counter-
measures designed to prevent attacks or vulnerabilities.
GitHub’s security alerts and code scanning were analyzed
in 2023 by Fischer et al. They discuss the positive impact
on code security that both features provided [35].

The presented previous work on supply-chain attacks
primarily focused on the characteristics of attacks and mali-
cious code, as well as the impact of compromised software.
In contrast, our work aims to shed light on the human factor
of supply-chain-attacks and the individual security decisions
of OSCs. While previous work identified weak links, we aim
to inquire what measures regarding authentication, devices,
and sensitive data OSCs take to protect their development
environment.
OSS Interviews In the past, various other works conducted
interviews to study the unique culture and workflows of the
OSS ecosystem.

In 2013, Silic and Back conducted 14 semi-structured
interviews with OSCs security professionals and users of
security OSS. OSCs often considered themselves as hackers,
and argued that many OS security tools are useful for
both hacking or security purposes. However, while trusted
by security experts, companies were generally reluctant to
adopt these security tools [36]. Wen interviewed 13 OSCs
in 2018 to investigate knowledge distribution within OS
communities. Due to a lack of norms, established rules, and
hierarchies, knowledge is only sparsely shared [20]. Similar,
Constantino et al. interviewed 12 experienced OSCs in
2020 regarding their collaboration behavior and related chal-
lenges. Their work highlighted how mainly non-technical
issues such as lack of knowledge or documentation can
obstruct cooperation between OSCs [21]. In 2023, Con-
stantino et al. conducted another interview study with 12
OSCs and a survey with 121 regarding collaboration within
the community. Overall, although developers prefer to work
alone, collaboration happens and is most common within de-
velopment and software maintenance [37]. Finally, in 2022
and 2023, Wermke et al. published two interview studies
within the OSS ecosystem. In the first, they interviewed 27
OSCs regarding background processes within OSS projects,
especially related to code security challenges, policies within
the project, and their structure regarding commits and re-
leases. They found that OSCs often only react to issues as
time is often limited, and that therefore team size has the
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largest effect on measures taken within projects. While their
work is closely related to ours, Wermke et al. focus on the
inner processes of projects and OSCs interactions instead of
individual security measures [23]. In a follow-up interview
study, Wermke et al. interviewed 25 industry developers
regarding their use of OSS. Overall, companies usually have
guidelines on the inclusion of OSS. While developers would
like to support the software they utilize, this is not always
possible based on a lack of time or decisions from higher-
ups [38].

In contrast to previous interview studies, our work is
the first to shed light on personal security setups of OSCs,
focusing on the impact and decisions of individuals instead
of the projects they contribute to.
Security Advice and Measures Existing policies or per-
sonal knowledge can be a decisive factor for the security
behavior of developers. In this section, we present prior
work on security advice and measures for and from experts.

In 2016, Stobert and Biddle interviewed 15 security
experts regarding their password measures. They found that
while having higher security standards for important ac-
counts, even experts tended to use the same unsafe measures
as non-experts for others [39]. In the same year, Ion et
al. performed MTurk surveys with 231 experts and 294
end users regarding their security mindset, and find vast
discrepancies. Their findings suggest that experts behave
more securely, and, e. g., more commonly used MFA or
password managers [40]. This work was replicated by Busse
et al. in 2019, who were able to confirm that their findings
still held up [41]. In 2020, Redmiles et al. collected 1264
pieces of security behavior and advice from end users, then
among others asked 41 experts to evaluate them. They find
that while most advice was perceived as reasonable and
actionable, experts were in vast disagreements over which
advice was the most important and should be prioritized by
users [42]. A recent work by Klemmer et al. from 2023
asked 18 web developers to search and provide documents
containing security advice. After analysis, they found the
documents to lack accessibility or consistency, and to be fo-
cused on password-based authentication rather than address-
ing more modern solutions such as MFA or passkeys [43].
Finally, also in 2023, Lykousas and Patsakis crawled public
Git repositories in search of leaked passwords to analyze
developer password choices. Similar to Stobert and Biddle,
they found that OSCs in general have stronger password
habits than end users, but again that given a less critical
context, they make similar weak password choices [44].

Previous work on security-related advice and measures
has mostly focused on a generic sample of security experts
or developers. In contrast, we aim to identify which mea-
sures OSCs apply in practice, and what unique challenges
they face in the context of contributing to OSS.

3. Methodology

Below, we provide an overview of the methodology of
our interview study, including details on our semi-structured

interviews regarding design, recruitment, and coding. We
further discuss the ethics and limitations of our work.

3.1. Interview Structure

While previous work was primarily interested in open-
source code security or disclosure of security issues, we
focus on identifying and understanding individual security
setups and decisions of OSCs. To gain in-depth insights into
the status quo, we conducted semi-structured interviews with
OSCs.

As a first step to designing our interview guide, we
used our dependency-based recruitment list (cf. Section 3.2)
to identify the 100 projects with the most dependents on
GitHub for the presence of security policies and whether
they provide contributors guidelines regarding their indi-
vidual security setups. However, we could not find any
meaningful guide beyond providing generic contribution
guidelines or commonly naming contact information for
responsible vulnerability disclosure [45]. We, therefore, omit
a detailed analysis but use this as a further motivation
to identify common practices and challenges and provide
recommendations and guidance for both the open source
and security research community. We based the initial draft
of our interview guide on our research questions, and then
expanded it based on related work and past incidents related
to incidents in the OSS ecosystem. We conducted two
initial pilot interviews, to improve the interview guide and
performed only minor adjustments during our study in the
form of, e. g., additional nudges, or question rephrasings.

For ease of reporting, we divided our interview guide
into seven sections, excluding the introduction and debrief-
ing. Figure 1 and the following give an overview of our
interview guide. The full guide can be found in our repli-
cation package (see 1).

Before the interview itself, we gave a brief introduction
about our institutions and our research. We further stressed
that answers were voluntary and that interviewees could
leave at any time, and gathered their explicit verbal consent
to our audio recording. Additionally, interviewees were of-
fered to conduct the interview in German instead of English
where applicable if they were more comfortable with it.
1. Project Demographics: To break the ice and gain some
insights into the interviewees’ contributions for our later
analysis, we asked about their projects, including questions
regarding their purpose, but also about the length and type
of the interviewees’ involvement. Additionally, we were
interested in financial supporters and users of the project.
2. Individual Security, Privacy & Data Safety Setup:
After gaining an initial overview of their work, we asked
interviewees about their individual security-, privacy- and
data safety-related setup. We stressed that we were only
interested in measures that affected their open source work,
i. e., that we were not interested in measures they solely
used for, e. g., private accounts, or their day job. This section
included questions about accounts and devices used for their
open-source contributions, and related security measures



Intro
Introduction to interview context and obtaining verbal consent.

2. Individual Security, Privacy & Data Safety Setups
Personal measures and motivation regarding authentication
security, devices and sensitive data handling.

1. Project Demographics
Establish interviewees' OSS project background, e.g., their role,
length of involvement, and project purpose.

6. Personal Experiences with and Expectations for Incidents
Establish opinions of an example incident, interviewees' own
experiences, and threat models regarding account compromises.

5. Contributor On- & Off-Boarding
Explore interviewees’ on-boarding and off-boarding experiences
as contributors to OSS.

4. Unofficial Community Best Practices
Existence of undocumented best practices, expectations between
contributors, or discussions of security topics.

3. Official Guidelines & Policies
Existence and extent of official guidelines for personal security
within OSS projects.

Outro
Collect any additional remarks, feedback, and conducting a
debrief for the interview.

7. Problems and Improvements
Explore interviewees’ view on problems and potential
improvements of personal security setups.

Figure 1. Overview of the interview structure and the topics we addressed.
We asked interviewees broader questions, with more detailed follow-ups in
each section. Depending on the dynamic of the interview, deviations from
this structure were possible.

such as authentication, encryption, or storage measures.
Furthermore, we asked how sensitive data such as code
secrets, API, SSH, or encryption keys were handled or
shared. We also asked about their primary motivation for
their setup and changes over time or differences to their
private security setup.
3. Official Guidelines & Policies: Companies often pro-
vide official and binding policies regarding security and
privacy for employees. While OSC are typically volunteers,
their individual setup can affect millions of users after
successful attacks, therefore, we were interested in whether
OSC encountered any kind of official security policy within
the projects they contributed to. If present, we asked several
follow-up questions about their specifics, e. g., what they
covered and how they were communicated or enforced. In

case there were no official policies, we asked if there was
a specific reason for their absence.
4. Unofficial Community Best Practices: Based on pre-
vious work on the social interactions of OSS contribu-
tors [23], [36], we expected our interviewees to share or
discuss actively, e. g., news from the community or general
technology, including incidents and security measures. We
therefore differentiated between the official guidelines from
the previous section and also included several questions
related to community discussions, security expectations for
specific people and roles, and overall incentives.
5. Contributor On- & Off-Boarding: Similar to the third
block in our interview guide, this block was inspired by
workflows within development teams in the industry that
typically do not apply for OSS projects. We were therefore
interested in the degree to which OSC encountered on-
boarding instructions regarding expected security behavior,
or how off-boarding is handled when somebody with ele-
vated rights decided to leave a project.
6. Personal Experiences with and Expectations for
Incidents: This section was designed to capture intervie-
wees’ opinions on past incidents, challenges they have
encountered with their setup related to security, and any
inconveniences they have experienced within their projects.
We asked them for their opinion of the ctx-compromise
in 2022 [19], providing details when necessary. We further
asked how severe they gauged their risk for similar attacks,
i. e., their personal threat model. Additionally, we inquired
about incidents they experienced themselves or heard of.
7. Problems and Improvements: To conclude the inter-
view, we explored interviewees’ perspectives on the overall
problems within security setups in OSS, improvements they
would love to make if they had no limitations, and lastly,
the security measures they deemed most important.

Finally, if there were no other remarks or questions, we
concluded the recording and handled compensation details.
We gave them further opportunities to ask questions and
offered to store their email address to receive a pre-print,
to provide them with the opportunity to veto phrasings to
ensure we did not misinterpret them or reveal too much
about their identity.

3.2. Recruitment

To collect an initial list of critical open-source projects,
we used GitHub Search [46], [47]. GitHub Search is a
continuously updated sample of GitHub repositories with at
least ten stars that are written in one of the 20 most popular
programming languages on GitHub2. To only include active
open-source projects, we excluded projects with less than
40 commits and less than 20 different contributors overall,
as well as projects that did not receive any commits within
the last six months at the time of collection [23]. Our final
sample included 44,468 projects.

We sorted this list by highest dependent count according
to GitHub to identify the projects with the broadest outreach

2. This list can be seen on their website: https://seart-ghs.si.usi.ch/.
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for the first half of recruitment. These dependencies stem
from references within code on GitHub, i. e., if a project
is called upon by another, its dependency count is incre-
mented. However, as many relevant projects are typically
directly installed and not built upon by others, they were
not reflected in our dependency-based list. We, therefore,
created a second list of repositories, this time sorted using
the popularity score proposed by Wermke et al. [23]. We
refrained from sorting purely based on stars or forks, as we
noticed high false-positive rates (e.g., non-code repositories)
within both. We followed both lists from top to bottom,
equally visiting each repository to recruit interviewees. We
searched the projects and contributors for public websites
and contact information external to GitHub, acknowledging
the GitHub ToS regarding personal data usage [48]. We
refrained from emailing anybody more than once and did
not contact individuals who either did not provide public
contact information or explicitly stated they did not want
to be contacted for advertisements, job offers, or research
studies.

We approached our interviewees with an email including
links to our project and team website for further information
regarding our work and our Qualtrics pre-survey [49]. The
latter was used as a consent form to collect demographic
information regarding the interviewee’s OSS projects and
experience. We forwarded them to our Calendly [50] to
schedule a time slot for the remote interviews. We further
offered interviewees to choose their preferred video confer-
ence tool between institution instances of Zoom, BigBlue-
Button, or our self-hosted Jitsi.

As compensation for an estimated hour of their time,
we offered each interviewee to sponsor a GitHub project of
their choice with $60.

Overall, we recruited 20 interviewees until we reached
thematic saturation. We additionally aimed to recruit a
diverse set of interviewees based on their project type,
size and outreach, as well as the contributors experience,
including their years of experience and project roles. Table 1
overviews our interviewees, the projects we recruited them
through, and additional recruitment information.

3.3. Data Analysis

We used a semi-open coding approach based on thematic
analysis [51]. Before the first codings, we developed an
initial codebook using our expectations for common themes
based on our interview guide and related work (see 1. We
further enriched this codebook using our two pilot inter-
views. Although active OSCs, these pilots did not satisfy
our recruitment criteria and were therefore not included in
our results. To increase the reliability of our results, each
transcript was coded by two researchers individually using
Atlas.TI [52]. Since we conducted interviews in English
and German, all involved researchers were fluent in both
to ensure a correct understanding of the transcripts.

After coding, the researchers merged and discussed their
codings until all conflicts were resolved. Prior interviews

were revisited whenever a new code emerged in this process
to ensure consistent coding.

We assigned 1,581 codes over all interviews, averaging
on 79 codes per interview.

In line with previous work, we chose to omit any form
of inter-rater reliability [23], [53]–[55] in favor of a coding
approach based on regular discussion and result merging.

3.4. Ethics

This work was approved by our institution’s Ethical
Review Board (ERB). Additionally, we modeled our study
on the ethical principles for research involving information
and communication technologies presented in the Menlo
Report [56].

During recruitment, we relied on cold emailing. How-
ever, we contacted only individuals with public-facing con-
tact details and sent no additional invites or reminders. All
interviewees signed a consent form including details on our
interview procedure and data handling before signing up
for the study. We further asked for permission to record the
interview audio. During the interview, we reminded them
about some core parts of the consent form, such as their
option to skip any question and leave and revoke their
consent at any time, in which case we would delete all
data stored about them. While we collected some identifiable
information, such as their name and email, this was used to
send interviewees a pre-print of our work to allow them to
correct misunderstandings. We handled and stored all col-
lected data in compliance with the EU’s GDPR. All data was
stored in a self-hosted encrypted cloud, and transcriptions
were done using the GDPR-compliant service Amberscript
and manually checked for correctness. We removed all audio
recordings and transcripts after paper acceptance. For their
participation, we offered interviewees to sponsor a GitHub
project of their choice with a one-time sponsorship of $60,
in line with previous research [23].

3.5. Limitations

For our work, typical interview limitations apply, includ-
ing common biases such as under- or overreporting, selec-
tion, self-reporting biases, and recall and social desirability
biases. This includes that OSCs with an especially (in)secure
behavior might have chosen to ignore our invitation as they
either felt like they could not contribute due to their lack
of security or that we are not trustworthy, and that telling
us about their measures would be contrary to their threat
model. We sampled interviewees from projects with either
a high number of dependents or a high popularity. We did
not regard the interviewees’ recent project activity or extent
of contribution besides requiring them to have made at least
10 commits, and therefore, in some cases, we talked to
developers whose contribution was only minor or who had
moved on for years. However, we argue that this type of
involvement is also part of the OSS ecosystem and that pre-
vious incidents have shown that, e. g., project abandonment
and outdated security decisions could also harm security.
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Figure 2. Overview of the qualifiers and respective percentages used
throughout our results. All occurrences of the respective qualifiers always
refer to the same portion of participants.

Overall, our work is qualitative and should be interpreted in
context. Based on the present biases and sampling choices,
it does not generalize to the overall OSC population. Finally,
we collected our list of initial repositories in July 2023 but
invited interviewees and conducted interviews until Novem-
ber 2023. Due to this time, the activity of some projects and
OSC might have shifted.

4. Results

Below, we report on the results and main findings of
our semi-structured interviews. While roughly following our
interview guide, we omitted or merged some less engaging
or impactful interview sections for brevity. We will provide
more detailed results and our complete codebook in a later
replication package. In our results, we generally avoid re-
porting counts due to the qualitative nature of our interview
study. To avoid a quantitative interpretation of our work, we
will mostly rely on qualifiers (see Figure 2) to give a general
idea about the prevalence and weight of our findings.

4.1. Interviewee Demographics

We report interviewee demographics and their OSS
involvement. Table 1 summarizes important demographic
information of our interviewees. We did not collect the
gender, age, or ethnicity for lack of relevance to our research
questions and to protect our interviewees’ privacy.

Almost all had on average more than six years of expe-
rience doing OSS, and 11 spent five hours or more of their
weekly time on OSS tasks. Nine worked on OSS in their free
time or as a hobby, while eleven were paid by their company
to spend at least a fraction of their weekly working hours on
OSS. Besides companies paying developers to work on OSS,
twelve received donations, of which nine stemmed from
company sponsorships. In contrast, four were employed by
non-profit organizations or governments. Seven mentioned
receiving donations from individuals. In three cases, their
work was financed by other products of the company they
worked for or support contracts.

We asked interviewees to describe their role in OSS
projects. As interviewees typically were active in multiple
projects, many filled different roles simultaneously or had
varying degrees of involvement. Six reported to own at
least one project themselves. Overall, twelve were active
maintainers in at least one project, and six were the sole con-
tributor. Six also reported a less active role, and mentioned
only infrequent or triaging commitment. Regarding their
typical team size, three worked in small teams of less than

five contributors, while five mentioned larger groups. We
further inquired about the platforms they used to communi-
cate and work on OSS together. All interviewees mentioned
regular usage of GitHub, and some also used other social
coding platforms such as GitLab or BitBucket. Nine also had
accounts with package managers for their respective primary
programming language, e. g., npm for JavaScript developers,
or PyPI for Python users. Regarding communication, eleven
of our interviewees regularly used a messenger, typically
Discord or Slack, to chat with other project members.
However, interviewees also commonly reported interacting
via GitHub issues, especially when communicating with
contributors beyond the core team or external developers:
“For the people who are official maintainers, we discuss
things on Discord [...]. For other contributors, we mainly
discuss things via the GitHub interface [...].” (P16).

Overall, eleven reported they still were involved in the
project we recruited them through. Regarding their overall
projects, seven contributed to code (re)structuring projects,
such as linters, validators, or parsers. Other common project
types included web design libraries and tools, or applica-
tion frameworks. Sixteen mentioned companies using their
software, eleven including well-known platforms for, e. g.,
social media, entertainment, or news outlets.

Overall, the interviews lasted between 34–85 minutes,
averaging 56 minutes. We conducted 14 interviews in En-
glish, and six in German.

Summary: Project Demographics.Interviewees were generally
highly experienced, and half could spend at least a portion of
their full-time employment on OSS. Most were active contrib-
utors in at least one project; some only had a less active triage
role. Most common project areas included code (re)structuring
tools, web design standards and libraries, or application frame-
works.

4.2. Individual Security Setups

After inquiring our interviewees about their projects, we
asked about their personal security setup, i. e., all measures
they took to protect their accounts, devices, and sensitive
data related to their OSS work. Overall, most interviewees
were security-affine and aware of risks. Almost all reported
the use of both MFA via timed one-time password apps
or hardware tokens, and a similar portion mentioned their
password managers. Many interviewees further reported the
adoption of MFA where possible, but “Not every account
supports YubiKeys or 2FA.” (P1).

However, interviewees also discussed obstacles by
service-specific policies restricting, e. g., password length
or not offering certain MFA types. “Websites tend to have
rather odd, and usually not considered secure in my view,
requirements that narrow down the list of possibilities.”
(P14).

Despite upcoming hopes of establishing passkeys [57] as
a novel authentication technology, only a few interviewees
mentioned their use.

Besides secure authentication measures, we asked inter-
viewees about the device they used to work on OSS. Overall,



TABLE 1. DETAILED OVERVIEW OF INTERVIEW PARTICIPANTS, THEIR PROJECT BACKGROUND, AS WELL AS SOME PROJECT METADATA. FOR
REPORTING, PARTICIPANTS WERE ASSIGNED AN ALIAS. WE ONLY REPORT BINNED PROJECT METRICS TO PRESERVE BOTH OUR PARTICIPANTS’ AND

THEIR PROJECTS’ PRIVACY.

Alias Interview Recruitment Project Self-Reported OS Experience2

Lang. Duration Codes1 Group Type Dependents Role Years in OS Weekly Hours

P1 GER 55:06 90 Dependents Transpiler > 10 Mio. Owner 6-10 1-5h
P2 EN 53:22 98 Dependents Static Code Analyzer > 10 Mio. Infrequent >10 1-5h
P3 EN 1:09:48 67 Dependents JSON Validator > 10 Mio. Maintainer 6-10 1-5h
P4 EN 50:32 59 Dependents CSS Optimizer > 10 Mio. Regular 3-5 1-5h
P5 EN 42:09 67 Dependents JavaScript Optimizer > 10 Mio. Owner 6-10 1-5h
P6 GER 38:46 67 Dependents Web Resources > 10 Mio. Maintainer >10 >40h
P7 EN 58:50 58 Dependents JavaScript Parser > 3 Mio. Maintainer 6-10 Unsure
P8 GER 55:07 89 Dependents Type Checker > 5 Mio. Maintainer 6-10 >40h
P9 EN 58:54 122 Dependents Logger > 5 Mio. Owner >10 11-20h
P10 EN 1:24:58 83 Score Data Visualization < 1 Mio. Maintainer >10 1-5h
P11 EN 56:27 86 Score App. Framework < 1 Mio. Infrequent 3-5 1-5h
P12 EN 1:00:01 80 Dependents Unit Testing > 5 Mio. Maintainer 6-10 >40h
P13 GER 1:12:19 60 Score App. Framework < 1 Mio. Owner >10 >40h
P14 EN 1:04:09 117 Score JavaScript Library < 1 Mio. Maintainer >10 >40h
P15 EN 57:41 65 Dependents CSS Optimizer > 10 Mio. Owner >10 Unsure
P16 EN 57:25 85 Score Shell Configuration < 1 Mio. Maintainer 6-10 1-5h
P17 GER 48:11 77 Score App. Framework < 1 Mio. Maintainer 6-10 21-40h
P18 GER 33:29 58 Score System Utilities < 1 Mio. Maintainer 3-5 1-5h
P19 EN 52:10 76 Score Static Site Generator < 1 Mio. Owner 6-10 1-5h
P20 EN 57:58 69 Score Version Control < 1 Mio. Maintainer >10 1-5h

1 Total number of codes assigned to the interview after resolving conflicts. 2 According to pre-survey

almost all used a laptop for OSS, and only some mentioned
a desktop computer. While half of our interviewees used
mobile devices such as smartphones, they were typically not
used to write source code but for communication and MFA
apps. About half used multiple devices. Half of all inter-
viewees mentioned securing these devices using biometric
authentication in addition to their passwords.

Our interviewees typically avoided lesser usable or ef-
fective measures instead of applying a wide variety of
security measures, regarding which P14 describes that the
community has “a few paranoid people, and then there’s
everybody else”.

For example, while most mentioned using device en-
cryption at rest, about half relied on the default encryp-
tion built into their operating system. Some seemed unsure
whether they genuinely had encrypted systems. Related,
only about half mentioned to sign their commits regularly
cryptographically. Some described commit signatures as
hard to use or an ineffective security measure:

“But I don’t do [commit signing] on every project
because sometimes it’s too much work. [...] I’m
not sure if it functionally has a bigger advantage.
As long as my GitHub account is already pretty
secure.” - P19

Physical security was rarely perceived as having high
relevance. About half described their home as secure enough
without additional measures, especially since some men-
tioned working from home, which meant that their devices
also stayed there. “I just keep them at the house. It’s really
secure there. [...] I’m doing home office so they’re just on
the desk.” (P4).

While traveling, about half mentioned measures such
as not leaving their devices unattended. Some additionally

mentioned situational measures such as not leaving the
devices in a parked car or carrying them separately from
the physical keys required to unlock these devices. “I never
leave my laptop unlocked and also just always with me. I
never leave it in a vehicle; I live in San Francisco.” (P12).

Overall, the digital security of our interviewees seemed
more robust and more thought-through than their physical
security, which might be due to the perceived severity of
physical attacks. While the overall likelihood of attacks was
perceived as low, they were worried about attacks explicitly
targeting them rather than just petty theft. Some, therefore,
expected attackers to be highly dedicated to gaining access
to their unlocked devices, to a degree where weaponized
violence against them was a reasonable possibility.

“If somebody breaks in my flat and is inside, they
can torture me to unlock my devices. [...] But if
somebody actually targets me and gets physical
access, there’s no realistic way to defend against
that” - P8

In other words, when physical security becomes relevant, the
situation is dire enough that it would not help and is there-
fore not a sensible security measure: “Physical access will
almost certainly undo most security attempts. If I encounter
a threat actor who gets physical access to my devices, I’m
probably screwed.” (P3).

Beyond physical security for devices, many interviewees
were cautious with their network and device structure, using,
e. g., private networks or multiple virtual environments to
keep devices and especially projects separate from each
other.

As a final topic regarding their individual security setups,
we asked interviewees which sensitive data they might need
to handle. We prompted for code secrets, such as API



keys, or personal secrets, such as SSH or encryption keys.
Almost all mentioned SSH keys and many stated to handle
encryption keys. Code secrets were only relevant in some
cases. We attribute this to how secrets in some projects are
automatically handled, e. g., by using private repositories
that only authorized project members had access to:

“When I make a repository for a new piece of code,
I go to [our admin] and tell him which secrets I
need in my build scripts. He unlocks them for me
and I only use variables. I don’t know the secrets,
I don’t know how often they’re rotated.” - P13

About half interviewees mentioned how secrets were limited
to higher access within a clear hierarchy, i. e., since only spe-
cific project members were allowed to handle, e. g., release
tokens for npm, there was no need to share these secrets in
any way. Some described how they were generally cautious
around various web resources. For example, a few men-
tioned carefully vetting or auditing browser plugins, while
many reported they consciously chose to use their respective
browser. About half used plugins to block advertisements
or trackers. Although many interviewees mentioned using
separate browsers, profiles, or even GitHub accounts to dis-
tinguish between (OSS) work and private usage, the majority
stated that overall, their security setup for private or OSS
environments was primarily the same, further stressing how
our interviewees were generally tech-savvy and security-
aware even for personal purposes.

We were further interested in our interviewees’ motiva-
tions, and influences regarding their security setups. Many
interviewees mentioned a personal responsibility for their
code and users:

“[...] I realized the security risk that having my
package on lots of machines could cause. I am
aware that I am responsible for what is pushed,
and what is pushed could be bad, right?” - P5

Similarly, hearing about or experiencing incidents was a
motivation for about half to improve their individual security
setups as well. For example, P7, whose repository used
by millions was hijacked based on developer credentials,
commented: “The incident became an eye-opener for me.
Before [it], I wasn’t much aware of security, because I am
not involved in... I just want to code.” (P7).

Beyond the negative impact of security issues, many
interviewees further reported news articles and publications
that influenced or inspired them to upgrade their security.
“I’d read some article about how to sign your git commits
and all this stuff, I was like, "Oh, that seems useful." I started
doing that.” (P9).

Some others were incited by what they heard or noticed
others do, as P11 describes: “I see most people do that, so
I also do that.”.

Finally, following their general tech-savvyness, many
reported being personally interested in security topics and,
therefore, enjoyed testing or exploring security measures.

Summary: Individual Security Setups.Almost all interviews
used MFA and password managers to increase account security.
Beyond this, measures become rarer, but include device encryp-

tion, code signing, the separation of networks and devices, or
using continuous integration to handle code secrets. Physical
security played only a secondary role. Overall, interviewees had
a solid security-awareness and tech-affinity, and tended to only
deploy measures they perceived as effective or practical.

4.3. (Un)Official Guidelines

After learning about the security measures interviewees
deployed and about their motivations, we were interested in
security measures-related instructions or discussions within
OSS projects.

First, as suspected after our initial motivational search
of written guidelines in the 100 repositories with most
dependents, no interviewees reported any official security
guideline in their projects besides generic contribution regu-
lations or policies for vulnerability disclosure. Despite that, a
few felt that personal security guidelines within projects had
some merit. Beyond projects, some interviewees described
regulations that originated either from their workplace or
organization and that indirectly affected their OSS projects
or were still adhered to, although the project was nowadays
independent of their original company.

“All of these [...] were governed by companies
anyway in the first place. Companies themselves
have security policies. I think they assume that
just goes down there. They don’t usually grant
maintenance access to random people” - P2

One interviewee, who is active in a widely used applica-
tion framework, described these company measures as too
pervasive, as their OSS team did not typically utilize the
regular company workflows:

“The open source team is actually on a war footing
with the topic of managed computers. Because that
means antivirus was installed by the company,
and we don’t know anymore what’s running on
our devices, we have no control. [...] We have
coworkers who prefer buying their own device
for work, because they don’t need [the managed
software and secrets].” - P13

Some others mentioned how projects enforced the use of
MFA for their GitHub accounts if they were part of specific
projects or organizations, a measure that GitHub has been
gradually rolling out and plans to extend to every account by
the end of 2023 [58]. Interviewees had various explanations
when asked why no official guidelines were provided by
OSS projects. First, a majority felt that official guidelines
lacked relevance. This included interviewees not having the
time to write guides, that other tasks had higher priority,
or that a project was not security-critical, and therefore, no
harm could be done: “Most of the ones I’ve worked on aren’t
dealing with a whole lot of sensitive data.” (P9).

Furthermore, the individuals’ security was not perceived
as important enough to enforce or request security mea-
sures that might deter other contributors. About half of our
interviewees mentioned that they either implicitly trusted
other contributors and their security setups or that the team
was so small there was nobody to write security guidance



for: “Because I’m the person who presses merge on pull
requests and I’m the person that deploys, I don’t need to
communicate the guidelines to anyone else.” (P5).

In this case, the respective project had hundreds of
contributors, and more than ten million dependents. In some
other cases, interviewees assumed a lack of responsibility,
in which they did not feel up to the task of deciding
which measures are practical and sensible or perceived the
specifics, such as the exact password manager users should
install, as up to the individuals and not part of the project.

“Part of me is thinking what it would take to docu-
ment that. I think part of it is that it’s not project-
specific usually. [...] People might use different
tools to accomplish the same thing.” - P14

One interviewee further mentioned that liability could be
an issue if official regulations were published and were
insufficient. Finally, some interviewees argued that the de-
fault security measures, such as GitHub requiring MFA,
were plenty and therefore saw no need to implement other
measures.

“I would need to communicate these guidelines and
ask for people to do that but even if that were the
case, I think npm and GitHub would be enough to
enforce these. I could change the settings of the
organization to enforce [2FA].” - P5

Regarding less official communication and floating
knowledge, interviewees rarely described other methods
from contributors than what they already applied. We at-
tribute this to how contributors trust that each other’s setups
are secure: “I think it’s just mental fallacies that you’re like,
"Hey, he’s a friend. I can trust him.", and then he turns out
to be a very terrible roommate.” (P2).

Similarly, contributors do not want to pressure or anger
others by communicating expectations:

“You can’t enforce certain things. I’ve got friends
that store and reuse the same 5 passwords in a
word document. And I can’t eliminate that possi-
bility within open source. Like, I don’t want to ask
my colleagues, do you use this or that?” - P1

Overall, most of our interviewees stated that they never or
only rarely discussed personal security measures with other
OSCs. In some cases, security was discussed, but it mainly
encompassed tooling choices or notifying each other about
potentially lacking security: “In the member lists, you can
see who activated 2FA, and people tell you it’s important to
have if you’re part of certain organizations.” (P6).

We further inquired interviewees about expectations to-
wards their and their team’s security behavior, which were
mentioned by a majority. We found that similar to how OSCs
rarely discuss security with each other, expectations are also
typically not directly communicated and implicit. However,
many mentioned different security measures—mostly usage
of MFA and solid password hygiene—as an expectation
between contributors: “If I learned a contributor is not using
2FA on their account, I would be shocked” (P2).

Additionally, about half of interviewees mention access
rights or hierarchies within projects. This included how often

only a few contributors can release a package and how
others can, at best, submit pull requests but not directly
commit to a project. These mentions often included the
implicit expectation that the respective project members
surely also had a higher security level, as their impact in
case of compromise was higher: “For people who are just
outside contributors, mostly we don’t expect any security.
[...] If it’s like an admin account, then, of course, we need
top-level security.” (P11).

Summary: (In)Official Guidelines.No OSS project provided
guidelines for individual security setups. Exceptions were
projects with organizational roots or relations, where company
policies also affected OSCs. Reasons given for this lack of
official guidance included a lack of relevance or responsibility
for others’ security, and trust towards the other contributors that
made policies superfluous. Regarding unofficial best practices,
we only rarely found interviewees to discuss security with each
other, and found that they typically by default expected others
to have a sensible security setup.

4.4. Contributor On- & Off-boarding

Next to the guidance and regulations interviewees en-
countered, we also inquired about their experiences with
on- or off-boarding in OSS projects. Only a few encoun-
tered policies for their individual security setup during on-
boarding. We attribute this to the general lack of guide-
lines within OSS projects. Similar to what interviewees told
us about overall security guidelines, on-boarding measures
also often happened in the context of company policies or
enforced security measures by, e. g., GitHub. Overall, off-
boarding measures were described by most interviewees,
and typically encompassed access restrictions.

Some interviewees mentioned that they gained project
access rights or even ownership overnight. For example,
P1 commented about a compiler project with millions of
dependents:

“For <project> I wrote the original creator a mes-
sage, and he told me he’ll give me access, and
then I got an email that I’m now the owner of
<project>. That was a surprise for me, I didn’t
know him, but he trusted me a lot.” - P1

These decisions were typically made based on reputation
gained via regular commitment or since the original owner
required an inheritor: “[They] got burned out or just moved
on [...] I was one of the last to file issues or do a patch and
it was like, oh, here you go. You’re now in the repo.” (P10).

In contrast to company employments, where contact
expiration marks the end of an individual’s involvement
and triggers off-boarding and access restrictions, there is
no similar event for OSS volunteers. On the contrary, about
half told us about OSCs who stopped contributing but never
officially lost their access rights. This was explained by the
circumstance that, due to the voluntary nature of the work,
determining what constitutes a person leaving and what is
just a lengthy break to prioritize other areas of life is a
nontrivial task. “I think people just get busy. I know for



some of my projects I’ve gone a year between commits. I
didn’t stop, I just had other stuff.” (P4).

Others perceived removing others’ access without their
confirmation and approval as overstepping their bounds,
although their projects had millions of users, implying that
incidents might have vast consequences. “If somebody hasn’t
been active for three years, like do I revoke their access? It
seems like I’m kicking them out.” (P14).

Summary: Contributor On- & Off-boarding.Interviewees rarely
encountered official policies during on- or off-boarding, espe-
cially outside of company contexts. Off-boarding encompassed
access removals. Within OSS projects, contributors could get
access relatively easy, while they tended to keep this access
even when they eventually became inactive.

4.5. Challenges, Improvements, and Recommenda-
tions

In the following, we report on the challenges that OSS
faces regarding personal security practices, improvements
interviewees would like to make on their individual security
setup, and measures they recommend the most to achieve
solid baseline security.
OSS Challenges Regarding Personal Security About half
of our interviewees criticized dependencies in OSS, espe-
cially regarding JavaScript projects. Common issues, espe-
cially mentioned by participants active in popular JavaScript
projects, included too many dependencies and large quan-
tities of unknown code that could not feasibly be audited,
leading to security issues:

“They use npm, and there’s tens of thousands of
packages being pulled in by as many different
people who were never vetted. Who were never
asked, consulted, or reviewed in any way.” - P14

Some challenges interviewees perceived in the security be-
havior of OSCs were attributed to how security was (not)
communicated. This included how some did not know the
setup of others. These interviewees also argued that secu-
rity could not be enforced and that there were unrealistic
expectations towards OSCs to be secure and deliver quality.

“There’s no centralization. Everyone’s going to
do their own thing. [...] If only one out of a
thousand developers have very bad security prac-
tices, [incidents] are going to happen, because
there are thousands and thousands of open-source
projects.” - P5

While some mentioned the unique trust structures as a
further issue on how security behavior lacked transparency,
this was typically seen positively or as a less severe issue:
“There’s no visibility into the chain of trust. There’s no solid
legit trust, it’s just always implicit, which has worked so far.”
(P2).

Despite this sense of security, a major and widely used
tooling repository that the interviewee had access to, was
hijacked due to weak developer credentials. As they had
not been an active contributor when the hack occurred, we

assume they were unaware of this incident. Many inter-
viewees also described human factors as issues, such as
owners abandoning projects, that security might lack if it
is not enforced, or that projects security can be lacking due
to unaware or inexperienced developers. “There’s a lot of
really young developers who are not so aware of all the
possibilities and the creativity of security malicious people”
(P4).

Furthermore, many mentioned technical issues, such as
a lack of usability of MFA or code signing, the use of
local builds, lack of isolation between projects, or a lack of
version pinning regarding safe dependency versions. While
the latter was mentioned as a remedy to the issues with
unvetted dependency updates, interviewees felt that this
option was not widespread enough: “[Without it] you will be
installing random versions, and then you’ll be vulnerable to
these attacks [...] Dependency pinning with lock files must
be the default across the industry.” (P2).

Finally, many interviewees mentioned that individual
security is often a secondary or less critical task: “I guess
there’s still some naivety or laziness. It’s not the most
exciting topic and feels more like an obligation.” (P6).

Overall, the creation of OSS is the main goal, and
security is seen as a task that takes away from contributors’
available time, especially if they are unable to pay their bills
with their OSS work:

“I think a lot of people who maintain open source
projects, [...] probably have some other form of
employment, that is likely a full-time commitment,
[...]they don’t have a lot of time to really maintain
it. That in turn means that vetting of external con-
tributors or doing security audits of open source
libraries is always going to be hard.” - P3

Improvements of Interviewee Setup During our interview,
we spoke about incidents and how interviewees rated their
setup, and perceived themselves at risk of an attack. We
found that a majority perceived their risk as low, with a few
others being unsure about it. Typical reasons included that
they had no critical access, were on top of their security, or
that secure defaults such as enabling MFA were sufficient.
“I would say very low because, again, everything is behind
2FA. I’m very on top of my emails and domains.” (P2).

However, about half of our interviewees mentioned that
perfect security did not exist because there was always
something unexpected, such as code vulnerabilities circum-
venting security measures or a physical intruder, that might
break through the measures they considered secure. “Some
completely unknown zero-day vulnerabilities could be ex-
ploited in anything that I use. Generally, I feel my setup is
probably better than the average of most people.” (P19).

About half of the interviewees wished to improve their
authentication security, e. g., by moving to a different pass-
word manager or by upgrading MFA to a hardware key.

Another half further mentioned that they would like
to become more careful, e. g. by auditing their tools or
separating their devices regarding their purpose, including
the adoption of sandboxing and virtual machines:



“I would run everything in VMs and move appli-
cations into flatpaks. I’d have way more security
boundaries on my PC. Not only the devices, but
also separating applications and reproducers. Just
everything imaginable.” - P17

Similarly, some mentioned technical issues such as malfunc-
tioning hardware keys, or issues with the sharing or sync-
ing of password managers obstructing them. Interviewees
argued that resolving these problems would also improve
their setup. “There should be better tools. Then it, you know,
that makes it easier to demand that as a requirement of a
contribution.” (P9).

Regarding encryption, some interviewees mentioned de-
ploying encryption for both their devices or email, which
they did not (yet) adopt due to bad usability: “I already
thought about encrypting email [...]. I had that a while ago,
but then something didn’t work, and I didn’t bother to get
it running again.” (P18).

Some interviewees would appreciate more time to fur-
ther educate themselves besides mentioning specific security
measures: “Maybe actually spend some time investigating
how to make [my setup] better [...] there are lots of re-
sources on the internet on how to make it more secure.”
(P15).

This also included interviewees who mentioned that
checklists with instructions beyond pure education would
help them improve their security: “It would be helpful
if there were checklists or similar, that you could follow,
especially regarding two-factor authentication and commit
signing.” (P6).

Finally, some interviewees were already satisfied with
their individual security setup and therefore did not want to
upgrade their setup.
Interviewee Security Recommendations Finally, we
asked interviewees what security measures they considered
a bare minimum that all OSS contributors should adopt.
Overall, interviewees suggested the measures they applied,
underlining that they were content with their measures.

By far the most common, almost all recommended using
MFA, which was often considered the most critical measure
that prevented account compromises. “With 2FA, you can be
quite sure that even if they know your password, they won’t
be able to do anything. Please at least do that.” (P4).

Furthermore, about half interviewees recommended us-
ing a password manager: “I always tell people I know who
are not using a password manager to use one. That’s one
of the most basic things people can do [...]” (P19).

Besides password managers, about half mentioned that
passwords should be strong, generated or unique per service.
Despite generally good suggestions, a few suggested regu-
larly changing passwords, which current research considers
bad advice [59], [60]. Beyond these authentication measures,
interviewees’ suggestions became more diverse or vague. In
about half cases, interviewees voiced a rather vague idea
of security measures, likely coinciding with their sense of
security: “I feel like that’s just the default or the baseline
expectation. Same with, don’t leave your screen unlocked,
that kind of thing. It goes without saying maybe.” (P10).

While most interviewees mentioned the use of encryp-
tion to secure their OSS devices, only a few recommended it.
This might be due to encryption typically relying on system
defaults or related to how it mainly defends against physical
threats, that interviewees in general perceived as rarer and
as something where resistance was futile (cf. Section 4.2).

Summary: Challenges, Improvements, and Recommenda-
tions.Interviewees perceived their personal risk of an attack as
overall low. Most commonly, interviewees named high amounts
of typically unvetted dependencies as a challenge. Other chal-
lenges include how the security behavior of others is unknown
or intransparent, different human factors such as issues due to
abandoned projects or inexperienced developers, or technical
obstacles. Common desired improvements included improving
their authentication security, becoming more careful in general,
or resolving previously mentioned technical obstacles. Finally,
interviewees most commonly recommended the security mea-
sures they deployed themselves, such as using MFA or pass-
word managers.

5. Discussion

Below, we discuss our findings, make recommendations
for individual security setups for OSCs, and contextualize
our results with related work.

5.1. Deployed Individual Security Setups (RQ1)

Interviewees most commonly deployed measures regard-
ing their authentication security, i. e., they used MFA and
adopted password managers to benefit from long, complex,
or randomly generated passwords. Furthermore, most used
disk encryption to secure their devices. Beyond this, physical
security was irrelevant for OSCs, as they did not expect
physical threats. If they did, they expected attackers to be
dedicated and violent, in which case physical security would
have no effect.

In our interviewees’ projects, there were rarely any
secrets that required secure sharing. When necessary, in-
terviewees typically used shared password manager vaults
or external services or handled secrets within the CI. In this
case, only specific authorized users had access to the secrets,
using access hierarchies to decrease the impact of account
compromise, as, e. g., unauthorized contributors could not
trigger a package release.

Otherwise, we found that several measures were less
common, including code signing, which was perceived as
impractical and to some degree questionable as a secu-
rity measure, ad blockers or trackers to protect against,
e. g., malicious JavaScript, or Antivirus software. Overall,
our interviewees were security-aware and tech-savvy. They
typically put significant effort into their security setups
and avoided deploying measures they deemed either less
effective or lacking in usability.



5.2. Common Challenges among Contributors
(RQ2)

We identified several challenges our interviewees per-
ceived regarding individual security setups. First and fore-
most, they commonly mentioned issues surrounding the vast
number of dependencies and, thereby unknown code within
OSS, that were described as impossible to audit. While this
was perceived as a well-known issue, interviewees criticized
the lack of care, i. e., how nobody seemed to make an
effort to decrease the number of dependencies, audit external
software, or use dependency pinning to at least control
which (safe) versions were imported by their projects.

Although our interviewees argued that conversations
about security were rare, and in some cases mentioned
that confronting others would make them feel uncomfort-
able, some also mentioned that this level of trust could
lead to problems later on. We perceived that interviewees
commonly projected their security-awareness onto others
and assumed a high level of security as common sense
and obvious. However, we only heard of OSCs questioning
individual security setups when visual proofs of enabled
MFA were available, which made the lack of it publicly
noticeable. Overall, we argue this lack of discussion fuels
the perception of security as a secondary task, and that more
open dialogue and attention could mitigate this.

In several other cases, interviewees reported a lack of
usability or technical issues, e. g., regarding MFA, code
signing, or how local builds are handled.

Finally, while interviewees were security-aware, their
perception of risk was low, either as they never really
thought about potential incidents or because they did not
perceive themselves or their projects as interesting targets
for attacks [61], [62].

5.3. Better Supporting Contributors with Individ-
ual Security Setups (RQ3)

OSC tend to be pragmatic and only deploy a minimum
of security measures that seem effective and easy to use. Be-
low, we provide additional best practices or suggestions on
how OSC could improve their individual security setups by
discussing our observations and interviewees’ suggestions.
Authentication Security: Especially seeing how many
previous incidents happened based on weak authentica-
tion [14]–[17], the wide adoption of authentication security
measures such as MFA and password managers can be
considered an essential minimum. Our interviewees adopted
both widely, suggesting that they are low-barrier security
measures (cf. Section 4.2).
Platform-Enforced Measures: We observed a reluctance
to discuss security among interviewees, which often in-
cluded not wanting to pressure each other toward adopting
specific security measures. However, our interviewees gen-
erally agreed with and accepted platform-enforced security
measures, thereby removing the need to discuss or enforce
the adoption of, e. g., MFA on a case-by-case basis (cf.

Section 4.3). We, therefore, reaffirm current advancements
by, e. g., GitHub [58], npm [63], or PyPI [64], that are
gradually enforcing MFA for all accounts. In cases where
these enforced measures are project- or organization-based,
we recommend that project owners consider enabling them
for all contributors.
Keep Enforced Requirements Inclusive: Related to the
above security measures, we recommend that additional
security measures should not decrease the inclusivity of
OSS. Enforced measures should be low barriers and aim to
not exclude interested and skilled contributors. For example,
we recommend avoiding enforcing the use of hardware keys
to not scare away contributors who might not be willing
to deal with the usability issues [65]–[67] or associated
costs [68], [69].
Manage Hierarchies and Access Rights: We recommend
project owners to utilize clear hierarchies in their projects.
While this can lead to a single point of failure when accounts
are compromised, it also decreases the attack surfaces, as
only specific individuals can cause severe harm with their
elevated access and release rights. This was commonly high-
lighted as beneficial by our interviewees (cf. Section 4.3),
and is utilized by larger projects such as the Linux ker-
nel [70]. Using automated build processes, such as GitHub
Actions, can allow OSCs to further manage access to code
secrets without sharing them with other contributors [71].
Basic Device Security: Regarding devices, we suggest
OSCs encrypt their devices and adopt a routine of locking
them, not leaving them unattended, and only bringing them
with them if necessary. We agree with the tendency that
physical security is otherwise not as relevant as digital
measures (cf. Section 4.2).
Virtualization to Separate Projects: We suggest utilizing
virtual machines or containers to sandbox projects where
possible [72], [73] as mentioned by some interviewees (cf.
Section 4.5). This is especially relevant when contributing
to multiple projects that could affect each other if one is
compromised or when dealing with user-provided content,
such as reproducible code snippets within bug reports.
Provide Guidance in Projects: Finally, despite the general
high tech-affinity, we see a need for OSCs to discuss security
(cf. Section 4.5). An excellent first step could be including
some basic security measures such as the ones described
above into existing guidance structures, such as contribut-
ing.md. These files are often included in OSS projects and
contain details on how individuals can get involved with
the project, and are an ideal place for suggesting measure
for individual security setups of contributors. Since some
interviewees were uncomfortable suggesting precise tooling
choices, guidance could include basic measures such as
MFA, password managers and password hygiene, device
encryption basics, or even guides towards virtualization
and containers when dealing with bug reports and external
code snippets. Where feasible, we recommend providing a
contact person who is willing to discuss security measures
and answer questions to help kick-start more conversations
regarding individual security setups.



5.4. Social Mechanisms Impact Individual Security
Setups

In the following two sections, we discuss some of the
most noticeable themes within our interview study.

A common tendency in our interviews was to report
social mechanisms that influenced almost all contributor
interactions regarding their individual security setups. For
example, some OSCs reported to have quickly gained the
trust of other project members and, therefore, were granted
access rights quickly or were not removed from projects
out of respect or not to antagonize others after stopping
to contribute. This also impacted contributions, as about
half interviewees mentioned that they did not need to write
any security guidance because they trusted each other to
have strong individual security setups without scrutiny. The
same goes for the opposite side, as a similar amount of
interviewees did not want to bring up a culture of distrust or
paranoia, in which security was discussed or even examined:
“I don’t want to come across as a paranoid person all the
time. You’ll talk about it less, even if maybe you’re happy
to be talking to a person who would want to hear about it.”
(P14).

This also carries over to programming practices, as one
interviewee reported how the open source community knows
that JavaScript has an issue with too many dependencies
that are added too quickly to projects but that people did
not speak up not to penalize or shame other contributors.
Similarly, OSCs had a good sense of security but tried to
avoid unnecessarily complicated measures, as security was
only a lower priority. This is likely because the main goal of
OSCs is the creation of software, and their security behavior
and interactions are born from necessity, as P10 describes
it:

“There is some desire, especially among develop-
ers, for the glory days of computing. [...] We could
just write code and trust each other. I think still
that’s alive in the open-source [...].”

5.5. Some Challenges Seem Hard to Solve

While we perceived a unique culture of trust, this also
led to several noticeable drawbacks reported by our inter-
viewees.

OSCs put a commendable lot of trust in each other
and try to, e. g., avoid picking unnecessary fights by ad-
dressing potentially uncomfortable topics such as whether
contributors use MFA. However, this can lead to a lack
of guidance in practice, especially for junior contributors:
“Which is unfortunate, because it usually means that new
people who contribute are just expected to somehow know
or do things differently.” (P14).

Although it seems to be hard to enforce security mea-
sures in OSS projects due to the freedom and lose hier-
archies in projects, we argue that adding best practices to
projects or providing more general security advice can be
a good initial step to open up a dialogue about improved
individual security setups.

In other areas, we found issues based on how quickly
the OSS ecosystem welcomes contributors into projects,
opening up the door for social engineering attacks. In this at-
tack, malicious actors disguise themselves as well-meaning
contributors, only to abuse access rights as soon as they are
gained [74]. However, this is not an easy challenge to solve.
While well-established projects such as Debian deploy an
application process for new contributors, which requires new
members to, e. g., show that they are experienced and have
somebody vouching for them to be trustful and skilled [75],
these processes are mainly unfeasible overhead for smaller
projects. Additionally, requirements about previous experi-
ence can be an excluding obstacle for junior contributors
who just started to become active in the OSS ecosystem.
Similarly, there can be issues when project owners decide
to stop doing OSS due to, e. g., a lack of time or funding,
or from burning out, especially if they need to leave the
projects behind without proper maintenance, or do not have
the resources to correctly chose an inheritor. While there
is no ideal solution for this problem, previous work stresses
the importance of human factors, e. g., previous engagement
or personal software need from other developers, for the
survival of abandoned projects [38], [76], [77].

Overall, we find these issues more pressing in smaller
projects, which do not have company backing or -funding,
and rely on a few private contributors. In these cases, OSCs
prioritize other issues over security and communication.

5.6. Putting our Findings Into Context

While Wermke et al. focused on a project perspective
and mainly discussed other types of guidance and policies
not focused on individual security setups of contributors,
they found similar reasons as to why projects did not provide
guides, including a lack of perceived relevance, time, or
responsibility [23], which confirms previous findings on the
lack of guidance or norms within OS projects [20]–[22].
Similarly, previous work has suggested using various forms
of documentation or mentoring to mitigate these issues,
especially concerning the on-boarding of new contribu-
tors [78]–[81].

Our extensive insights into the individual security setups
and choices from OSCs extend previous work discussing
challenges with large and intransparent dependencies [31],
[38]. Fischer et al. discusses GitHub measures focused on
code security and illustrates how platform-provided mea-
sures can help improve security within OSS [35].

Regarding the overall security mindset, previous work
has shown that even expert users can tend towards less se-
cure measures if they feel like the context justifies it, e. g., by
using weaker passwords on lesser relevant websites, which
fits the general practicality our interviewees displayed [33],
[39], [44].

Finally, the importance of trust and social structures
was also previously discussed [36], [82], [83]. Previous
work suggests that high-quality commits, reputation of the
employer, or personal connections are essential factors [84]–
[86].



While previous work typically focused on code security
and vulnerability disclosure, we provide insights into the
multitude of individual security setups and choices made by
OSCs. Our interviews give an extensive view and suggest
that contributors are security-aware. However, they also
uncover how more emphasis needs to be put on social
interactions, especially the communication of (necessary)
individual security setups within the OSS ecosystem.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we illustrated and discussed findings from
20 semi-structured interviews with OSCs from critical OSS
projects. Most contributors were security-affine and de-
ployed security measures they perceived as sensible, ef-
fective, and easy to use. However, beyond the usage of
MFA and password managers, we perceived the deployment
of other security measures such as device encryption or
commit signing as less common. Individual security se-
tups were only rarely discussed among contributors. Social
mechanisms such as trust, respect, or politeness inhibited
OSCs from enforcing or checking the adoption of security
measures on other contributors. Overall, we make a list of
recommendations to improve the status quo of individual
security setups of contributors without impeding the unique
culture of the open-source software ecosystem. We include
suggestions for project owners, e. g., using platform-based
security mechanisms instead of individually prompting con-
tributors, utilizing access control hierarchies and CI/CD
solutions to limit the number of accounts with privileged ac-
cess or release rights, and discussing security more broadly,
for example by adding individual security setup information
for contributors to projects’ contributing.md files.
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